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Fe a t u r e s

Paris’s biggest aquarium has created a
refuge for goldfish, providing a second
life for any unwanted pets who might

otherwise find themselves flushed down the
toilet. The Aquarium de Paris allows the city’s
residents to drop off their fish, with the num-
bers using the service swelling around the time
of the long summer holidays. Instead of facing
death in the city’s sewerage system, the reject-
ed goldfish find themselves given a full medical
checkup involving antibiotics and anti-parasite
treatments. After a month in quarantine, during
which a minority succumb to the trauma
caused by the change in location, they are
then released into a giant tank where they go
on display to the public. “Some of them arrive
very weak,” said Celine Bezault, who cares for
the fish at the giant aquarium complex which
is located opposite the Eiffel Tower.

Since it was created two years ago, the
goldfish rescue service has been used by
around 50 people a month and the tank now
contains about 600 specimens, mostly the
classic golden-red version, as well as striped
and black ones. Rather than spending all day

banging into the glass of a small bowl, here the
fish have space to swim and plenty of compa-
ny, al lowing them to socialize and move
around in groups. Some owners hand over
their pets tearfully, motivated by concern for
their fish, while others appear relieved to be
rid of them and the routines of feeding and
cleaning. “It was in a small bowl and I think it’ll
be better here,” a 32-year-old called
Alexandre told an AFP reporter as he dropped
off a friend’s goldfish called Nemo before the
holidays. “It’s better than flushing it away.”

New life 
Once in the bigger tank, some of the fish

undergo a remarkable transformation. Being
confined in a bowl stunts their growth, but the
bigger space means some of them will expand
to full adult size. “They can reach up to 20-30
centimeters (8-12 inches),” Bezault said. For
Alexis Powilewicz, director of the Aquarium,
the service is part of efforts to promote
awareness about animal welfare. Goldfish are
domesticated forms of wild carp originally
found in east Asia and the practice of keeping

them in bowls has existed for hundreds of
years. It is thought to have originated in China.
“I think there’s growing awareness that the

mistreatment of animals is a real problem,”
Powilewicz told AFP.  For goldfish owners, the
aquarium advises that the tank should be at

least 100 liters (20 gallons), should contain
more than one fish, as well as a filtration sys-
tem and decoration. The animal rights group
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
(PETA) has long campaigned against keeping
goldfish in bowls or giving away fish in plastic
bags as prizes at funfairs. In 2004, the Italian
town of Monza made headlines when it
banned putting goldfish in bowls, while
Switzerland has animal rights legislation that
makes flushing a fish down the toilet illegal.

For those who dispose of their pets in
ponds or rivers, scientific studies have found
that some goldfish thrive afterwards-but at a
cost to the local ecosystem because the fish
are an invasive non-native species. In 2015,
officials in the western Canadian province of
Alberta launched a “Don’t Let it Loose” cam-
paign, pleading with locals to stop releasing
goldfish into the waterways.  The ethical dis-
posal service available at the Aquarium de
Paris is aimed at offering an alternative.
Owners are also able to return afterwards to
try to spot their former pets: quite a challenge
in a tank of 600. —AFP

Paris aquarium offers 
haven for unwanted goldfish

Propaganda-fuelled Soviet soldiers
were ready to take on American and
German armies during the 1968 inva-

sion of former Czechoslovakia-before they
realized the “enemies” were filmmakers. “I
remember the noise made by a tank unit on
August 21, 1968,” said Kvetoslava Dufkova,
a pensioner from the small town of Davle
just south of Prague, who was 14 at the
time. “The Soviets then arrived in the centre
of Davle and there they came across, to
their big surprise, an army they thought
was German,” she told AFP. 

Like many locals, Dufkova had been act-
ing as an extra in “The Bridge at Remagen”,
a John Guillermin war film starring George
Segal and Robert Vaughn that was shot in
Davle. “The guys in the tanks were stunned
to suddenly see ‘a German army’ in front of
them. They began negotiations, which last-
ed several hours,” Dufkova said of the
alarming moment that took place 50 years
ago. After some time, the invading troops
understood they were facing actors and not
the expected imperialist cutthroats.

Last bridge across Rhine 
Beginning in March 1968, Davle was

transformed into a movie set, with residents
mingling with Hollywood stars in American
and Nazi military uniforms while tanks and
other army vehicles drove by. It was also
surrounded by replica buildings imitating
those in Remagen, a town in western
Germany. “Near our house, there was a pile
of dead soldier mannequins that the film-
makers would distribute here and there dur-
ing filming,” said Antonin Dvorak, a 78-year-
old pensioner from Davle. The film tells the
story of how the US army took hold of the
last bridge still standing across the Rhine in
March 1945, following the German army’s
failure to destroy it while waiting for the
retreating Nazi troops to cross the river.

United Artists producers took advantage
of a political thaw in what was then com-
munist Czechoslovakia to go on location
there as the 1968 Prague Spring movement
opened the country up to the West.
Producers picked Davle because of the

resemblance of a local bridge to the one at
Remagen, as well as the presence of skilled
film staff, including stunt performers and
prop men. “During the shooting of a scene
in which the bridge is bombed, a horse fell
through the rai l ings into the r iver,”
recalled Dufkova. “We all thought the
horse would die, but rescuers managed to
save the animal. It was a very moving
moment.” There were 800 extras, includ-
ing several schoolchildren dressed as
Hitler Youth, according to a handwritten
village account kept at town hall. “The
stage set was so credible that an acciden-
tal tourist would have made the sign of a
cross here,” the chronicle says.

‘Soviet arrival was horrible’ 
But this credibil ity almost led to a

tragedy in the town on the day the Soviet-
led armies invaded Czechoslovakia. Soviet
troops crushed the Prague Spring move-
ment, killing 50 people nationwide on the
first day alone. “The arrival of the Soviet
army in Davle was horrible. A helicopter
was circling overhead and the soldiers were
terribly scared. This could have resulted in
a tragedy,” said Dvorak. “Someone told
them that Davle had been invaded by the
US army and that they should liberate us.
They had no idea why our people were giv-
ing them the finger. They were terribly
nervous, the tension was palpable.”

The shooting of “The Bridge at
Remagen” was immediately interrupted and
the whole film crew rushed back towards
the West by taxi, leaving behind all the
Sherman and Tiger tanks and other materi-
al. In the autumn of 1968, the film crew
were allowed to come back briefly to take a
few necessary shots. The film was complet-
ed in West Germany and Italy and hit the
screens in the United States in 1969.
Meanwhile, the Soviets made savvy use of
the movie props, with the film crew quickly
replaced by filmmakers from Moscow, who
rushed to show Soviet viewers back home
images of American and Nazi tanks just 20
kilometers (12 miles) from Prague to justify
the invasion. — AFP

Soviet army nearly ‘battled’ US
filmmakers in Prague Spring

Producers of ‘The Bridge at Remagen’ picked Davle because of the resemblance of a local
bridge to the one at Remagen, as well as the presence of skilled film staff, including stunt per-
formers and prop men. — AFP

These pictures show goldfish abandoned by individual keepers during quarantine at the Aquarium in Paris. — AFP photos 

Photographer Ron Amir spent years visiting
African migrants in the Israeli desert to
understand the new world they had creat-

ed. He came back with a provocative set of pic-
tures-without people in them. The human-less
photographs include objects such as a makeshift
bench and gym or a mud oven, composed in a
way that hints at the migrants’ desperation and
their attempts to manufacture new lives. The
exhibition, previously on display in Israel, is set
to move to the Museum of Modern Art of the
City of Paris, where it will open on September
14 and run until December 2. Amir said recently
at the Israel Museum, where the exhibition
appeared in 2016, that keeping people out of
the pictures was a way to stimulate questions
about what the viewer sees.

It was a means to “open another channel of
observation that enables developing broader
connotations on these sites,” the Israeli photog-
rapher said. In one, a plank of thin metal sits atop
three stones, wild shrubs behind it leading to a
cloudless sky and a red ball attached to power
lines. The understated photograph, its yellowish
desert shades punctuated by red flecks of
garbage, is named “Hamed Alnnil’s Bench.”

Alnnil, one of the thousands of African
migrants who were held at the Holot detention
centre near Israel’s border with Egypt, had
ventured out of the open facility’s boundaries
to create his much-needed personal space.
Amir had visited Holot over the years 2014-
2016 and befriended some of the facility’s resi-
dents, who showed him the spaces they had
created-most of them hidden away in the
desert land surrounding Holot. Those held at
the now-shuttered facility were allowed to
leave during the day.

‘Time to kill’ 
Amir created a series of photographs of the

special spaces, with some of them serving clear
functions, such as the gym, an oven for baking
bread or a row of stones delineating the outline
of a small mosque. Others, such as a line of
empty water bottles half-buried in the hard
desert ground, give no hint as to their purpose.
The 30 photographs show “what happens when
people have a lot of time to kill,” Amir said. The
oven ultimately “tells more about us, about
Israel, about the system, about the limitations it
imposes-and less about the people who came

from Africa,” he said. His decision to keep the
migrants unseen in some ways matched what
they were facing. At the time of Amir’s work,
the Israeli government was seeking a way to
make the approximately 42,000 African
migrants in the country vanish, with religious
and conservative politicians portraying the
presence of Muslim and Christian Africans as a
threat to Israel’s Jewish character. Many of the
migrants, predominantly from Eritrea and
Sudan, arrived in Israel illegally through Egypt’s
Sinai Peninsula. They settled in a number of
poor neighborhoods in the coastal city of Tel
Aviv, the country’s economic capital. Others
were eventually sent to Holot.

In April, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu cancelled an agreement with the
UN refugee agency aimed at avoiding forced
deportations of thousands of the migrants.
Under the deal, some 16,000 migrants were to
be transferred to Western countries, with Israel
giving residency to an equal number of them.
Netanyahu faced heavy pressure to cancel the
deal from his right-wing base, who want to see

all the migrants expelled. Their fate now
remains in limbo. Accompanying Amir’s photo-
graphs are six videos from outside Holot which
do contain people-migrants chatting, posing for
a picture, making coffee or listening to music
and waiting. “In Ron’s videos, nothing hap-
pens,” said Noam Gal, the curator for Amir’s
exhibition in Jerusalem and Paris. “That’s just
the point-you can see what’s happening at
Holot only if you take upon yourself to sit and
kill time from your day, and understand that
what happens to the people there is the same
time as yours,” he said. The exhibition arrives in
Paris as France and other European states also
seek ways to deal with an influx of migrants.

To Gal, the Israel Museum’s curator of pho-
tography, the exhibition is also “an opportunity
to draw public attention to the phenomenon (of
asylum seekers) from the artistic perspective,”
he said. Doing so could even “expand the limits
of the discourse so that it’s not just between
decision-makers of the high political and diplo-
matic echelons, but maybe there’s room here
for other voices,” Gal said. — AFP

Migrants unseen in Israeli
photographer’s exhibition

Photographer Ron Amir poses next to his pictures from the exhibition on
migrants, “Somewhere in the Desert,” at the Israel Museum storage room
in Jerusalem. 

Noam Gal, curator of photography at the Israel Museum talks next to
Ron Amir’s picture from the exhibition on migrants, “Somewhere in the
Desert.” — AFP photos

Art photographer Ron Amir (left) and curator Noam Gal stand next to a picture from the exhibition on
migrants, “Somewhere in the Desert,” at the Israel Museum storage room in Jerusalem.


